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 edition' "Your system's going to explode." i gave up on gpt and went to msdos whats the difference between gpt and msdos? MS-
DOS 6.22 Beta 1 and GPT 2.0 its one way to use a giant partition with a lot of partitions on it msdos is the old way yeah, msdos

6.22 is what I first used with UMS disks. Oh okay I think my first disk was just 512 blocks -- I don't recall exactly. then I
upgraded to 512+1M or 1.2M disks and finally 2MB and 4MB disks. i've been using gpt since ~2008 This was on an ATA-5e

drive. disks > partitions > msdos > gpt Oh, I'd never seen gpt No, I'm aware of that. oh But disks were always DOS later
partitions were always DOS. Then I upgraded to the computers with ATA-4 & ATA-6 drives that had LBA support, and they all
support gpt. i know i don't have msdos partitions After you upgraded the drives, you could create LBA partitions on the disks.
and then the BIOS could support it, though it'd just work for itself and use the native drive geometry. I started experimenting

with MBR in 1994, and I did my first formatting with fdisk in ~1995. The first iteration of DOS partition tables supported
FAT16 and FAT32. Microsoft didn't bother doing that until 2003, when XP's S/W RAID utility had problems with those

filesystems. i used lilo for a long time Oh, I used Lilo? yep I always used grub. Now I 82157476af
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